
The wolf, a protected species, wild animal of great charm, often a bearer of conflicts with human activities, is natu-
rally expanding throughout the Italian territory, and has also found space in the Taro Valley, a place of large 
forests, streams, steep cliffs and green pastures that rises between the Ligurian Sea and the Po Valley, in the 
Northern Apennines.

Here the return of the wolf was experienced with surprise and emotion, but also with fear and misinformation, due 
to the conflict with the activities of breeders and the hunters.
Today, more than ever, an investigation into the presence of the great predator is essential, cause no institutional 
activity of monitoring the species is going on in this portion of the Apennines.

In this context, just over a year ago was born the volunteer association “Io non ho paura del lupo”.
The first commitment was to start a wolf monitoring initiative through the use of trail cams, analyzing a small area 
of the territory, in order to know, the wolf population present here.
This activity has allowed us to discover and tell the stories of some of the wolves that inhabit the valley: Codino, 
Sottiletta, Zena, Recco, Ombra, are just some of the names the association has given to the wolves  that are 
studied.
Besides, the association has promoted various initiatives: meetings with experts and breeders, educational 
camps, excursions for nature’s fans and popular events dedicated to improve peaceful coexistence with human 
activities.

Io non ho paura del lupo
The crowdfunding
-

Until now the monitoring and promotion activities on the territory have been actually carried out as a simple 
“voluntary task”, thanks to very few economic resources obtained from  the association’s campaigns.
Hence the need to find a new form of livelihood that will permit to expand the area of study and to enlarge the 
monitoring of the wolves population.

It is an expensive activity:the purchase of materials like trial cams, cameras, batteries, fuel to move from one place 
to another, but also many hours of trekking to reach inaccessible  spot in the valley  have become a huge underta-
king for volunteers.

This is where our idea of the crowd founding project comes from.
The  project named “Io non ho paura del lupo” like the association wants to bring much more information about 
the valley’s wolves, combining a dense monitoring activity with a “cross-section” of life in the forest and it can only 
be achieved with the support of enthusiast  ordinary citizens.

The data obtained will give an estimate of the wolf population,consider the extension of the packs in the territory, 
follow birth and growth of the puppies.
The monitoring work, lasting two years, will be frequently illustrated  on social networks and traditional media.
The donations eventually collected will be used to purchase new equipment and a small second hand  off-road 
vehicle, as well as to cover the costs of the project and of the communication campaign.

All the data collected, after being elaborated by the scientific team, will also be made available to the institutions, 
making this project the first example in Italy of simple citizens who actively contribute to the protection of a 
species of crucial importance such as the Apennine wolf.
An animal still unknown, very often victim of cruel/ruthless poaching, continually subjected to a media information 
that discredits its important ecological role, fomenting miths and fears.

Please support "I am not afraid of the wolf".
You will be able to get close to the life  of our  great predator and be at the same time, an active part in its 
safeguard.
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This project aims to discover and tell the stories of the wolves that inhabit the upper Taro River 
Valley, a vast and wild territory in the province of Parma, in the Northern Apennines.
The project can only be achieved thanks to the support of enthusiasts and ordinary citizens, in 
order to obtain data such as the estimate of the wolf population, evaluate the extension of the 
packs on the territory and detect the births and the growth of the puppies.
Moreover, the monitoring activity will be flanked by a dense communication campaign through 
social networks and traditional media, telling the most important episodes and promoting the 
project with informative material and events that involve citizens.
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Info & contacts:

Press: 
segreteria@iononhopauradellupo.it

Web: 
www.iononhopauradellupo.it

Crowdfunding platform: 
www.produzionidalbasso.com

URL: 
https://www.produzionidalbasso.com/project/io-non-ho-paura-del-lupo/


